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Abstract
We have measured the bulk optical properties of healthy female breast tissues
in vivo in the parallel plate, transmission geometry. Fifty-two volunteers were
measured. Blood volume and blood oxygen saturation were derived from the
optical property data using a novel method that employed a priori spectral
information to overcome limitations associated with simple homogeneous
tissue models. The measurements provide an estimate of the variation of
normal breast tissue optical properties in a fairly large population. The mean
blood volume was 34 ± 9 µM and the mean blood oxygen saturation was
68 ± 8%. We also investigated the correlation of these optical properties with
demographic factors such as body mass index (BMI) and age. We observed
a weak correlation of blood volume and reduced scattering coefficient with
BMI; correlation with age, however, was not evident within the statistical error
of these experiments. The new information on healthy breast tissue provides
insight about the potential contrasts available for diffuse optical tomography of
breast tumours.

1. Introduction

Near-infrared (NIR) diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is emerging as a viable means
for breast tumour detection and specification. This method relies on physiological
factors such as blood volume (total haemoglobin concentration), blood oxygen saturation
(ratio of oxy-haemoglobin to total haemoglobin concentration), water, lipid content and
tissue scattering to enhance tumour specificity and sensitivity. Thus far, in vitro
optical properties of breast have been reported (Cheong et al 1990, Peters et al
1990, Troy et al 1996, Bevilacqua et al 1997, Gayen and Alfano 1999), and pilot
in vivo measurements of endogenous optical properties and endogenous tumour contrast
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have been reported (Chance 1998, Kang et al 1993, Suzuki et al 1996, McBride et al
1999, Delpy and Cope 1997, Painchaud et al 1999, Tromberg et al 1997, Fishkin et al 1997,
Cerussi et al 2001, 2002, Grosenick et al 1999, Franceschini et al 1997, Sickles 1984,
Nioka et al 1994, Hoogeraad et al 1997, Ntziachristos et al 1998, 1999, 2000, Pogue et al
2001a, 2001b). The use of exogeneous contrast agents has also been investigated
(Gurfinkel et al 2000, Ntziachristos et al 1999, 2000, Ntziachristos and Chance 2001,
Weissleder et al 1999, Hawrysz and Sevick-Muraca 2000, Mahmood et al 1999, Li et al
1985, O’Leary et al 1994, Sevick-Muraca and Burch 1994, Li et al 1996, Boas et al 1993).
Indocyanine green (ICG) for example, was demonstrated to enhance breast tumour contrast
in vivo (Gurfinkel et al 2000, Ntziachristos et al 1999, 2000, Ntziachristos and Chance 2001).
Similar results were obtained with optically quenched near-infrared fluorescence dyes
(Weissleder et al 1999, Hawrysz and Sevick-Muraca 2000, Mahmood et al 1999), suggesting
that early detection of tumours may be possible. For a recent review of developments in
optical methods in breast cancer diagnostics with emphasis on fluorescent contrast agents see
Hawrysz and Sevick-Muraca (2000).

Diffuse optical tomography differs from its predecessor, diaphanography (Watmough
1982, Bartrum and Crow 1984, Alveryd et al 1990, Cutler 1929), because it employs a rigorous
mathematical model for the propagation of photons in tissues. The diffusion model enables
experimenters to separate tissue scattering effects from tissue absorption effects, and thus
extract more quantitative information about tissue chromophores. The diffusion model can also
be adapted to ameliorate a variety of complications that arise from tissue boundary (Fantini et al
1996), multi-layer effects (Franceschini et al 1999) and the heterogeneous structure of the
tissue (Cubeddu et al 2000a). Finally the diffusion model provides a sound mathematical
basis for data inversion and tomographic image reconstruction (Arridge and Hebden 1997).

This paper is concerned with the optical properties of healthy breast tissue. Since we
are ultimately interested in differentiating diseased tissue from healthy tissue, it is desirable
to measure and understand the properties of healthy tissues, including their variation with
time and demographics. Thus far a few investigators have probed such changes with respect
to hormone levels during the menstrual cycle (Cubeddu et al 2000b, 2000c), menopause
(Suzuki et al 1996, Chance 1998, Cerussi et al 2001), age (Chance 1998, Tromberg et al
1997, Cerussi et al 2001, 2002, Cubeddu et al 1999, Suzuki et al 1996) and body mass index
(BMI) (Pogue et al 2001a, Suzuki et al 1996, Cerussi et al 2002). Each of these investigations
has particular strengths and weaknesses.

Suzuki et al (1996) studied the optical properties of 30 Japanese women. They employed a
time-resolved optical system in the transmission geometry for measurement, but only a single
wavelength and a single source–detector pair was employed. Nevertheless, they reported
strong correlation of absorption and scattering properties with age, BMI and menstrual status;
no correlation was observed with respect to breast thickness and pregnancy number. Cerussi
et al (2001) recently published observations of 28 volunteers. These experiments improved
on earlier measurements by using a multi-wavelength, multi-modulation-frequency optical
system; however, the device utilized a single source–detector pair at relatively small separation
and thus probed primarily within 1 cm of the tissue surface. Such tissue generally contains
more fat. Their experiments revealed substantial changes in the breast tissue optical properties
between pre- and post-menopausal women; some correlation between age and blood volume,
water content and ‘scatter power’ were found,but the most important observation was that older
breast tissues had different water and lipid content. A newer study using the same instrument
(Cerussi et al 2002), with 30 volunteers further related their findings to BMI to verify the
accuracy of the extracted lipid fraction and the relationship of the ‘scatter power’ to BMI.
Cubeddu et al (2000b, 2000c) followed the tissue optical properties at multiple wavelengths
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between 610–1010 nm throughout the menstrual cycle and quantified the changes for one
volunteer. They reported changes with age, which could be attributed to tissue fat content
(Cubeddu et al 1999). Finally, Pogue et al (2001a, 2001b) investigated 16 normal breasts
using a cylindrical DOT system geared towards imaging. They found that blood volume was
correlated with body mass index (BMI), but found no other strong correlations.

In this paper we present measurements of 52 healthy volunteers using our clinical diffuse
optical imager in the compressed breast geometry. Informed consent was obtained from
volunteers and the measurements were carried out over 18 months at the Hospital of University
of Pennsylvania under local internal review board (IRB) approval. Our instrument was
a prototype geared towards diffuse optical tomography in the parallel plate transmission
geometry with soft compression. We used a single modulated source centrally located on
one plate, and 153 detectors on the opposite plate. Measurements were performed at three
wavelengths (830 nm, 786 nm, 750 nm). The modulation frequency was 140 MHz providing
the phase and amplitude of 153 diffuse photon density waves (DPDWs) in transmission. Thus
our measurements were sensitive to the bulk of the breast tissue (as opposed to near-surface
tissues). For data analysis we employed a new scheme that utilized a priori information about
the expected spectral dependence of scattering and absorption in a simple, infinite slab model;
this ‘physiologically constrained’ approach substantially reduced inter-parameter cross-talk in
our estimates of bulk optical properties. We directly obtain chromophore concentrations and
scattering parameters as a result of these fits.

The haemoglobin concentrations thus obtained were used to calculate blood volume and
blood oxygen saturation. Histograms of all properties provide new estimates of the range
of healthy breast properties. The combination of blood volume and blood oxygen saturation
information enables us to define ranges of tumour optical properties wherein substantial
endogenous contrast should arise. The properties were related to age and body mass index
(BMI); the latter exhibited some correlation with blood volume and with the reduced scattering
coefficient. Physiological measurement noise was also estimated by repeated measurements
of the same breast and by repeated measurements at a given detector position.

2. Instrumentation and clinical setting

Our optical breast imager is illustrated schematically in figure 1. We employ a parallel plate,
transmission geometry with soft compression. The instrument uses three wavelengths—
830 nm, 786 nm and 750 nm, and employs a scanning, fibre-coupled PMT detector (R928,
Hamamatsu) for detection. The system is characterized by a noise equivalent power of
≈0.1 pW Hz−1/2, a linearity in amplitude of 1%, and a phase drift of 0.25◦ over 80 dB. We
calibrated the instrument over a broad range of input powers in order to extend this range. For
transmission measurements the signal variation is typically ≈30 dB. In clinical measurements
we utilize a single source position at the centre of the scanning region. The lasers are amplitude
modulated at 140 MHz to produce diffuse photon density waves (DPDWs) in the medium. The
amplitude and phase of the DPDW is recovered using a homodyne IQ-demodulation scheme
(Yang et al 1997). Figure 1 shows a sketch of the electronics.

We have characterized the instrument with extensive phantom studies (Durduran et al
1999a, 1999b, 2000, 2001). More recently and as a result of our experience in pilot studies on
volunteers, we have constructed a more complex imaging device in the same apparatus which
combines RF and CW measurements (Culver et al 2000, 2002).

For the in vivo measurements the volunteer lies in the prone position. Her breast is inserted
into a small tank filled with a near-matching solution of Intralipid and India-ink mixture
(see figure 1). The detector is scanned along the output plate glass surface. The source is
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Figure 1. A sketch of the prototype clinical table. The volunteer lies in the prone position with
her breast inserted into the tank through a large aperture on the bed. Soft compression is applied
on the source plane and detector scans a 2D grid on the opposite plane. The image view shows
the source detector positions as seen in the data. The lower inset shows the sketch of the system
including the electronic components.

attached to the movable compression plate, which applies a gentle compression to the breast.
The usual range of compression is 4.5 cm to 7 cm. It took ≈15 min to acquire data from a
9.6 cm (x) by 4.8 cm (y) scan region with 153 (17 × 9) measurement points. Feedback from
volunteers was generally positive; compared to x-ray mammography, the soft-compression
of the DOT instrument did not cause discomfort. We obtained two sets of data for each
volunteer: (1) a measurement of the tank filled with Intralipid solution, without the breast,
which allows us to normalize the instrument response for imaging purposes and to obtain an
estimate of the breast tissue boundaries. (2) A measurement from the tank filled with Intralipid
solution and the volunteer’s breast. The Intralipid helps to reduce the detrimental effects of
breast boundaries by acting as a matching medium. Measurements were repeated to assess
physiological noise.

3. Theory and analysis

We modelled our parallel plate geometry as an infinite slab, bounded on one side by a glass
window (the detector plane) and on the other by a white plate (the source plane). Previously
(Durduran et al 1999a) we have shown that the chest wall affects the acquired data by
effectively extending the diffusive medium above the tank; in practice this makes our infinite
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slab approximation even better. Special care was taken during the data acquisition to centre
the source and the detector grid on the breast tissue; however, occasionally some regions from
outside the breast tissue were also in the field of view. In such cases we ignored grid points
near the boundaries in our analyses. The solution for an infinite slab is obtained using image
sources and is well known (Haskell et al 1994, Contini et al 1997, Martelli et al 1997).

For chromophore analysis, we employ a simple algorithm that utilizes a priori spectral
information to reduce inter-parameter crosstalk (Durduran et al 2001). We outline this method
below.

We decompose the absorption coefficient (µa) into contributions from different tissue
chromophores, i.e.

µa(λ) =
NC∑

i

εi (λ)ci . (1)

Here the sum is over the different tissue chromophores and NC is the number of
chromophores included in the sum. εi(λ) is the wavelength-dependent extinction coefficient
of the ith chromophore (obtained from the literature (Prahl 2001)3), and ci is the concentration
of the ith chromophore. The ci are unknowns. Oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin are the
most significant chromophores in our spectral region. They can be combined to obtain
blood volume (i.e. total haemoglobin concentration) and blood oxygen saturation. These
quantities are important physiological tissue properties. For healthy breast tissue, the primary
absorbers in our near infrared window are oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin, lipid and water
(Cerussi et al 2001). Because we used only a limited number of wavelengths, we introduced
a relatively small, wavelength-dependent background absorption based on water and lipid
signals measured by optical spectroscopy (Cerussi et al 2001). The water and lipid content
of breast are taken to be 31% and 57%, respectively (White et al 1987, Woodard and White
1986, Lee et al 1997).

The other parameter characterizing the migration of photons through tissue is the reduced
scattering coefficient (µ′

s). It has been shown that a simple Mie-scattering approximation is
applicable to scattering from breast tissues (Cerussi et al 2001, Pogue et al 2001a, Cubeddu
et al 1999, 2000b). Within this approximation we write µ′

s as (Mourant et al 1997,
Nilsson et al 1998)

µ′
s(λ) = axbλ−b (2)

where a, b are free parameters. a is proportional to the density of the scattering centres and b
depends on their size. x = 2πrnm where nm is the index of refraction of the medium and r is
the homogeneous sphere radius for a ‘typical scatterer’. For breast tissue with a distribution of
different size scatterers, we define a ‘Mie-equivalent radius’ (r = re) as an ‘average’ scatterer
size (Nilsson et al 1998), and use a simplified version of equation (2), which has been shown
to be a reasonably good approximation over the wavelength range we employ, and wherein
the x dependence is lumped into the coefficient A:

µ′
s(λ) = Aλ−b. (3)

Cerussi et al (2001) have found empirically that b (called the ‘scatter power’) is a good
indicator of changes in breast tissue physiology with age. Our fitted values of the scattering
parameters a and b are not very precisely obtained as a result of the limited number of
wavelengths used in our study, e.g. b was measured to be 1.27 ± 0.82.

We formulate the inversion problem in terms of the variables described above assuming an
infinite slab model. Traditionally µa and µ′

s are reconstructed for each wavelength separately.
3 We kindly thank S J Matcher for providing the spectra for lipids.
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Figure 2. Starting from the top, shown are µa,µ
′
s , blood oxygen saturation and blood volume

histograms.

However, due to model mismatch, and experimental and physiological noise, significant
inter-parameter cross-talk is introduced by the standard procedure, often leading to large errors
in blood volume and saturation. Instead, we directly reconstruct the concentrations (ci), A,
and b. This procedure constrains the fitting algorithm using a priori spectral information. Thus
we globally analyse the whole set of data, instead of analysing each wavelength independently
and then combining the results. This approach substantially reduces the inter-parameter
cross-talk (Durduran et al 2001).

In the calculation we minimize χ2 = ∑ |�m − �c|2 where �m is the measured fluence
and �c is the calculated fluence. The sum is over the source detector pairs and all wavelengths.
We use the Nelder–Mead simplex (direct search) method implemented in MATLAB function
‘fminsearch’ to fit for the unknowns by minimizing χ2. We then calculate blood oxygen
saturation and blood volume from the relevant haemoglobin concentrations.
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Figure 3. Blood oxygen saturation versus blood volume with the dashed lines indicating the ranges
for normal tissue from the mean and standard deviation of the healthy breast tissue. Crosses (×)
indicate menopausal volunteers.

Table 1. Average optical properties, physiological parameters and standard deviation from the
histograms.

λ (nm) 830 786 750
µa (cm−1) 0.046 ± 0.027 0.041 ± 0.025 0.046 ± 0.024
µ′

s (cm−1) 8.3 ± 2.0 8.5 ± 2.1 8.7 ± 2.2

Blood volume (µM) 34 ± 9
Blood oxygen saturation (%) 68 ± 8

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Optical properties of healthy breast tissue

In order to establish a range of optical and physiological properties for the healthy breast tissue
we made histograms of the fitted properties. The results are summarized in figure 2. The
values lie within the expected physiological range. Mean and standard deviation are shown in
table 1.

Some researchers have speculated that tumours and other diseased tissue are distinguished
from normal tissues by the relative value of their blood volume and blood oxygen saturation.
For example, malignant tumours might be expected to have high blood volume with a low
oxygen saturation since both a higher blood content and higher metabolism are necessary to
achieve tumour growth in proliferating tumour tissue (Thomsen and Tatman 1998). Figure 3
shows blood oxygen saturation plotted versus blood volume for each breast (crosses (×)
indicate menopausal volunteers). The dashed lines indicate the measured range of blood
volume and blood oxygen saturation for normal breasts from table 1 (i.e. the mean and
standard deviation). The error bars for each individual are obtained from the standard
deviation of repeated measurements of the same breast. In order to employ endogeneous
contrast effectively in breast DOT, tumour tissue properties should ideally lie in one of the
‘other’ regions defined on this plot.
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Figure 5. Distribution of patients in terms of their body mass index (BMI) (left) and age (right).

4.2. Physiological noise

Apart from characterizable noise due to electronics, optics and positioning of the sources
and detectors, there is additional noise in the measurements as a result of changes in the
physiological state of the tissue during the measurements. Respiration, movement, heart beat
and blood flow downstream of the hanging breast are some factors that contribute to this
‘physiological noise’.
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Figure 6. Top: blood volume versus BMI with a decaying exponential fit (correlation coefficient
0.42); bottom: blood oxygen saturation (correlation coefficient 0.03) versus BMI.

In order to estimate this effect, the scanning detector was modified to repeat each of the
17 source–detector combinations ten times every two minutes. The main results are shown
in figure 4 where we plot the time series of normalized amplitude (phase is not shown)
obtained from measurements on an Intralipid sample and on breast tissue. The signals from
the Intralipid are stable to within 1–2%, whereas the breast tissue has dispersions of 5–10%.
This provides us with an estimate of the physiological noise in our experiments.

We also performed repeated measurements of the same breast with minimal movement of
the breast. By comparing repeated measurements, we find that the average standard deviation
is 11% for µa, 4% for µ′

s, 4% for blood oxygen saturation and 5% for blood volume (see,
for example, error bars in figure 3). These values are consistent with the variations in the
amplitude and phase observed in figure 4.

4.3. Demographics and optical properties

As mentioned above, it might be expected that optical properties would show a variation with
demographics. We investigated the correlation of our results with two demographic quantities:
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Figure 7. µ′
s at 830 nm versus BMI with a decaying exponential fit. Other wavelengths show

similar trends. The correlation coefficient is 0.46.

body mass index (BMI) and age, whose distributions are shown in figure 5. The mean (standard
deviation) age of the volunteer population lies in the radiographically dense population and
it is 32 ± 12 years. The mean (standard deviation) BMI is 25 ± 5. Only five patients were
menopausal and one patient was peri-menopausal. Our study was not originally aimed towards
establishing correlations with demographic factors and future studies will be further optimized
for looking specifically at those aspects of the problem. Specifically, we have used only three
wavelengths and assumed flat water and lipid concentration in our analysis. This limits our
spectral information which further limits the quality of these correlations (Cerussi et al 2002).
Further spatial information would also be valuable in distinguishing different regions of the
breast tissue. With these caveats, we now outline our findings and compare them to the
results available in the literature from other studies. Pogue et al (2001a) used a similar system
geared towards imaging and reported that blood volume had a correlation with body mass
index (BMI) which relates the weight and height of an individual. They did not report strong
correlation between any other quantities and BMI or age. Cerussi et al (2001) reported weak
correlation between blood volume and scatter power (b) with age and measured changes of
lipid concentration with age and BMI (Cerussi et al 2002).

Our findings are shown in figure 6 for correlations with BMI. Our observed correlation
of blood volume to BMI is similar to reports by Pogue et al (2001a). A higher BMI indicates
more tissue fat content. In compositional studies, a higher fat content correlates with a lower
blood content (Thomsen and Tatman 1998, Duck 1990, White et al 1987, Woodard and White
1986, Gertig et al 1999, Lee et al 1997). The correlation coefficient is significantly higher for
blood volume than for blood oxygen saturation (0.42 versus 0.03).

We also observed a similar correlation of BMI and µ′
s as shown in figure 7. Cerussi et al

(Cerussi et al 2001, 2002) showed that the scattering power and µ′
s change with the fat content.

BMI is a measure of the tissue fat content, hence the present result is in qualitative agreement
with their observations.

Figure 8 shows the correlation of the blood volume and blood oxygen saturation with
age. Our results again indicate an agreement with Pogue et al (2001a); we do not see any
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Figure 8. Top: blood volume versus age. The correlation coefficient is 0.0292. Bottom: blood
oxygen saturation versus age. The correlation coefficient is 0.15.

clear correlations within our current signal-to-noise. As shown in figure 9 we do not see a
correlation of µ′

s with age as well.
Our study had a different sensitivity to that of Cerussi et al (2001, 2002) who showed that

there is considerable change in breast properties with age. Their main observation is that older
breast tissue has a different water and lipid content, which in turn affects the scattering and
absorption properties of the tissue. We suspect their instrument was particularly sensitive to
this aspect because it measured mainly the outer ≈1 cm of the tissue and had many wavelengths
which allowed more accurate derivation of the wavelength dependence of the scattering. Our
results, by contrast, sample a larger volume in transmission geometry. Therefore, we sample
the fatty tissue as well as the nodules and vasculature extensively. There are expected changes
in the breast tissue structure with age throughout the total volume, however, our study was not
sensitive to those changes as it did not attempt to distinguish different regions of the breast
tissue. We are not sensitive to lipid content because of our limited spectral information and
because of our assumptions regarding the lipid and water content of the breast. The latter
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was shown to introduce errors in an analysis by Cerussi et al (2002). This fact, of course,
points further to the need for diffuse optical imaging with extensive spectral information. Our
results are important, because they establish baseline optical properties in the transmission
plate geometry, and most imaging systems rely on sampling a large volume of the breast
tissue. Indeed it has previously been reported that differences in acquisition geometry can
induce changes in bulk properties (Cubeddu et al 2000b, 2000a).

5. Conclusion

The bulk optical properties of healthy female breast tissue were measured in vivo in a parallel
plate, with transmission geometry geared towards diffuse optical tomography. Fifty-two
volunteers with healthy breasts were measured. The analysis was done with a novel method
which employs a priori spectral knowledge to overcome the shortcomings of simplified models
of the heterogeneous breast tissue. Our results establish a range for the healthy breast properties
in this geometry over a fairly large population. The blood volume was 34 ± 9 µM and blood
oxygen saturation was 68 ± 8% (see table 1). We investigated the correlation of optical
properties with demographic properties and observe a weak correlation of blood volume and
reduced scattering coefficient with body mass index.
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